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In addition to getting the full version with all the
updates, you can also download separate
components. So even if you only need After
Effects for certain features, you can still get the
best possible version. You can download just the
individual features you need, or you can get the
entire suite for a nice discount. Adobe After
Effects now supports ProRes 422, HEVC (H.265),
and HEIF (Apple Intermediate Codec) formats,
enabling you to import media such as 4K DCI
footage and HEIC (iOS 10) images. You can also
export to these formats from the open codecs
included with After Effects. For more information,
read the appendix in the new ProRes 422, HEVC,
and HEIF manual. After Effects now supports the
brand new native Apple M1 series Mac Pro
machines, with up to 12 cores and 24 threads.
Framerate lock now selects the full number of
cores and threads available for use. If a
composition is too long to fit on a single core, it
now uses all cores and threads available to
speed up rendering. Two new tools help
beginners get started with After Effects: a new
Magic Wand tool in the new Layer and Channels
panel and a new type of layer clip. Magic Wand
and the new Layer and Channels panel now work
with the new XYZ stack. With native support for
Apple silicon, After Effects now runs twice as fast
on M1 computers and up to three times faster on
M1 Ultra Macs compared to previous generation
systems. Adobe Sensei machine learning
features, like Roto Brush 2 and new Scene Edit
Detection are faster. and playback is also
smoother: for example, EXR decoding is two
times faster and ProRes decoding is up to four
times faster on new M1 Ultra Macs versus
previous high-end models.
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You can work with a pirated version of After
Effects for a long time, but it is not updated to

the latest version. More often than not, the
pirated versions also do not have the latest bug
fixes. Therefore, it is more dangerous for your
computer than using the licensed and working

product. Sometimes working with pirated
versions is a risk to your computer. It may be

infected by Trojan viruses, which are loaded and
downloaded in your computer at any time and
placed in the registry of your operating system
as false registrations. Add to this the probable
corruption of the operating system, it is quite

possible that the antivirus program will identify
the file as a virus and remove it. Description:

After Effects CC 2017, available in two editions.
Adobe After Effects CC 2017 is a video-editing

and compositing software. It allows you to create
engaging media content and 3D experiences.

With powerful features, it gives you a
comprehensive toolset for the creation of motion
graphics, storyboards, slide shows, animations,

and graphics for high-end web and print
productions. Adobe After Effects CC 2017 has a

seamless workflow between tools, powerful
animation features and an intuitive interface that

make it easy to turn any video into a
breathtaking presentation. Adobe After Effects

CC 2017 includes: Avid DNxHD and DNxHR
editing in H.264 video. No more costly proxies

needed, whether it’s H.264 in DNxHD or DNxHR
in H.265. Hosting and streaming your

productions directly to Adobe Creative Cloud in
HD. New industry standard industry-standard file

formats: WebVTT and Edit-Safe Subtitles 2.0.
Tight integration with Unity 4.6 and above, along

with Cineform Image Stabilizer and Color
Correction. Works on MAC, Windows and Linux-
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based platforms. Compatible with 64-bit systems.
Compatible with 64-bit systems. Easy-to-use

interface. Creates 2D motion graphics and 3D
animation. Creating multimedia projects.

Interactive storyboarding. Connect video, audio,
and image assets. When using After Effects CC

2017, apply effects and animate elements
without having to load a project file. All assets
can be found within the application. Creative

Cloud-ready. Reference a project or your
personal After Effects file. Insert text or merge
clips with text. Apply titles and credits in text
layers. Add filters for artistic visual effects like

illumination, motion blur, and more. With
dynamic help, focus on your project. Import

video, audio, and animation from the same file.
Include a variety of video, audio, and

photography formats. Import images and photos
for use in your project. Introducing. Drag and

drop in the same way you would in Photoshop.
Import layered assets, including Photoshop files.
Export a wide range of graphics formats in one

click. Includes plugins for creating and modifying
art for use in After Effects projects. Export any
layer as an element, for use in all After Effects

projects. Works with after effects cs6, After
Effects CS5.5, After Effects CS4 and After Effects

CS3. File #2 (1.79GB) 5ec8ef588b
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